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The unique, digital NachtJager NH-1 day / night night vision device with a smooth change of magnification (zoom) from
6 to 30x. The refined optics and modern CMOS sensor with an impressive resolution of 5 Megapixels guarantees the
most detailed image on the market. The built-in recorder allows you to record colorful movies in HD quality and take
photos directly on the microSD card inserted into the device. The efficient, integrated infrared illuminator with threestage power regulation, combined with the unprecedented magnification and frame-adding function known from many
times more expensive night vision devices, provides unparalleled image detail at a distance of up to 350 meters.
Technical parameters and main features â€¢ matrix: CMOS 5 Mpix â€¢ colorful picture by day, black and white at night â€¢
optical magnification: 6x â€¢ smooth magnification change from 6 to 30x â€¢ built-in IR illuminator: yes â€¢ built-in photo /
video recorder â€¢ recording HD movies â€¢ range at night: up to 350 m â€¢ power supply: 4 AA batteries â€¢ additional 5VD
power supply via the Micro USB port â€¢ working time on one power supply: up to 4 hours â€¢ Polish menu The NH-1
6x50 digital night-night night vision device uses a digital, color photosensitive CMOS sensor with a resolution of up to 5
MP! (2592 x 1944 pixels). With 6x base magnification, it offers by far the most detailed image on the market. The NH-1
night vision device is completely resistant to bright light and can be used during the day. NH-1 is a night vision device
with a colored image. The colorful image during the day allows you to use this night vision device as an efficient
observation monocular. Digital, smooth zoom from 1 to 5x allows you to achieve a maximum total magnification of up to
30x. During the night, the night vision device has a range of up to 350 meters. The built-in, powerful 850 nm IR
illuminator has a 3-stage brightness adjustment. The Night Hunter Night Vision NH-1 has a sensitivity increasing
function that works similarly to the frame adding technique, thanks to which the noise level decreases and the sensitivity
and range of the night vision device increases significantly. The device allows you to record video in HD quality (1280 x
720 pixels) and photos in 5 Megapixel quality using the built-in recorder for SD cards (supported cards up to 32 GB).
During
the day, video and photos can be colorful. You can connect external Power Bank batteries
to the NH-1 night
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vision device via the built-in Mini USB port. In the packaging instruction in Polish. Warranty 24 months
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